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Chapter 9

 A MACRO-PRUDENTIAL ASSESSMENT FOR CHINESE TAIPEI

By

Fu-Ying Huang1

1. Introduction

Over the past few years, the world economy faced unprecedented challenges.

Governments all over the world adopted aggressive expansionary monetary and

fiscal policies to deal with the worst economic recession since the 1930s. These

decisive actions resulted in positive effects. Apparently, global financial stability

has improved in the post-crisis era, but was threatened again this year by the

additional pressures resulting from the Eurozone debt crisis. Meanwhile, the

commonly called “two-speed recovery” - modest in advanced economies and

robust in emerging market economies - has posed different policy challenges

for the affected countries.

The 2008-2009 crisis has shown that globalisation works to the benefit of

all during good times, but interconnected and cross-border flows can act to

compound problems during stressful times. IMF (2011) noted that the emerging

market economies are facing new challenges associated with strong domestic

demand, rapid credit growth, and large capital inflows. This is putting pressure

on some financial markets, contributing to higher leverage, potential asset price

bubbles, and inflationary pressures. Policymakers of emerging market economies

will have to pay increasing attention to contain the build-up of macro-financial

risks, so as to avoid future problems that could inhibit their growth and damage

financial stability.  This will entail a tighter macroeconomic policy stance, and,

when needed, the use of macro-prudential toolkits to ensure financial stability.

That is to say, macro-prudential policies also need to account for cross-border

dimensions in their crisis management and prevention efforts, especially for the

policies of the emerging economies under the globalisation environments.

________________
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reflect the views of the CBC or The SEACEN Centre.
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This paper consists of six sections. Section 2 explains the objectives and

instruments of macro-prudential policy. Section 3 introduces the central banks’

role in financial stability, including the dual role in monetary and financial stability,

and the necessity of a mandate of financial stability. Chinese Taipei’s economic

and financial soundness indicators and its macro-prudential policy practices as

well as policy effectiveness and recommendations will be analysed in Sections

4 and 5, respectively.  Section 6 is concluding remarks.

2. Objectives and Instruments of Macro-prudential Policy

In the wake of the latest crisis, the term “macro-prudential” has become

a true buzzword (but it may not always be clear what the term exactly stands

for. Its meaning remains elusive), and increasingly common in discussions on

possible changes to regulatory and supervisory frameworks. Today, it is widely

recognised that traditional thinking about ensuring the safety and soundness of

individual financial institution as a means of guaranteeing the stability of the

whole financial system is no longer perceived as practical. Associated with the

realisation of the limited scope of monetary and fiscal policy in securing financial

stability, BIS has advocated the use of macro-prudential policy as a means of

safeguarding economies against the accumulation of financial imbalances, and

has proposed a number of financial reforms at international levels, such as Basel

III new regulations and tools to mitigate procyclical and high leverage problems.

Nevertheless, the development and implementation of macro-prudential

frameworks is still at an early stage. BIS (2011a) noted the identification of

systemic risk is a nascent field, and no common paradigms as yet exist. Newly

introduced tools will need to be tried out in different circumstances and their

performance evaluated against expectations. Importantly, many jurisdictions still

lack specific institutional arrangements for the conduct of macro-prudential policy

and those that have recently introduced them will need to gather experience.

2.1 Objectives

Macro-prudential policies aim to improve the resilience and soundness of

the financial sector as a whole. That is to say, macro-prudential policies are

defined as the use of prudential tools with an explicit objective of promoting the

financial system as a whole, not necessarily of the individual sectors within it.

Thus, macro-prudential policies are defined by its aim (limiting system-wide

financial risks), the scope of analysis (the financial system as a whole and its

interaction with the real economy), a set of powers and instruments and their

governance (prudential tools and those specifically assigned to macro-prudential

authorities) (Caruana, 2011a).
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There are two objectives for macro-prudential policies:

l One is to mitigate the financial cycle or procyclicality over time; and

l The other is to make the financial system more resilient, given the cycle by

moderating systemic risk caused by inter-linkages between the common

exposures of all financial institutions at a certain point of time.

2.2 Instruments of Macro-prudential Policy

The latest global financial crisis intensified the official sector’s interest in

strengthening the current macro-prudential policy arrangements. BIS (2011a)

summarised the collective efforts by FSB, IMF and BIS to develop fully-fledged

macro-prudential policy frameworks, including tools to mitigate the impact of

excess capital flows, in order to deal with systemic risks in financial sector in

a comprehensive manner and on an ongoing basis.  They define macro-prudential

policy as policy that uses primarily prudential tools to limit systemic or system-

wide financial risk, thereby limiting the incidence of disruptions in the provision

of key financial services that have serious consequences for the real economy.

BIS (2010) indicated that many policy functions - including monetary, fiscal and

exchange rate policy - can, and often do, promote financial stability in one way

or another.  But only instruments operated with the explicit primary objective of

promoting the stability of the financial system as a whole, and which have the

most direct and reliable impact on financial stability, should be thought of as

macro-prudential instruments. In this context, macro-prudential instruments also

include those used by the micro-prudential policy, monetary policy and fiscal

policy related to the area of financial stability. For example, we can easily

recognise those instruments from many countries’ bail-out measures during the

latest financial crisis, such as policy rate cuts, quantitative and credit easing

measures.

Macro-prudential policy complements but cannot substitute for the micro-

prudential policy and public policy that have an impact on financial stability (such

as monetary policy and fiscal policy). In fact, macro-prudential policies aim to

address two dimensions of system-wide risks: time dimension and cross-sectional

dimension. The key issue in the time dimension is to mitigate the impacts of

financial procyclicality, while that in the cross-sectional dimension is to reduce

systemic risk concentration, in particular the longstanding “too-big-to-fail” or

“too-interconnected-to-fail” problems.

Generally speaking, macro-prudential policy tools are proposed both at

international and national levels. For example, in terms of the time dimension,
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Basel III countercyclical capital buffer (0-2.5%) and capital conservation (2.5%)

applied to common equity Tier 1 on a risk-weighted assets basis, leverage ratio

on a non-risk weighted basis, margins and haircuts on securities as collateral,

and expected loss provision are those of international levels. For tools at national

levels, they comprise loan-to-value (LTV) ratio, debt-to-income ratio, loan-to-

income ratio, criteria for loans’ eligibility, and specific liquidity requirements. Of

these, loan-to-value ratios can improve the resilience of the financial system and

also serve as an automatic stabiliser for the system.

In terms of the cross-sectional dimension, policy should focus on systemically

important financial institutions (SIFIs). Better resolution regimes for dealing with

failing financial institutions could reduce the need for reliance on ex ante buffers

such as capital. The Financial Stability Board (FSB) revealed its “policy measures

to address systemically important financial institutions” on November 4, 2011.

The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision also noted 29 banks currently

qualify as global systemically important banks (G-SIBs).  The assessment

methodology for G-SIBs is built on indicator-based approach and comprises five

broad categories: size, interconnectedness, lack of readily available substitutes

or financial institution infrastructure, global (cross-jurisdictional) activity, and

complexity. The additional loss absorbency requirements include a 1% to 2.5%

Common Equity Tier 1 (CET1) depending on a bank’s systemic importance with

an empty bucket of 3.5% CET1 as a means of discouraging banks from becoming

even more systemically important. The higher loss absorbency requirements will

be introduced in parallel with capital conservation and countercyclical buffers,

i.e., between 1 January 2016 and year end 2018, before becoming fully effective

on 1 January 2019.

As for tools of the national levels related to the cross-sectional dimension,

the national experiences remain limited. For the time being, some advanced

countries, such as the United Kingdom, Germany, and the United States, have

enacted the resolution regimes to deal with SIFIs or TBTF (Too Big to Fail)

problems at national levels.  Alternatively, surcharges on capital requirements

that vary with the systemic risk they create could be applied to SIFIs. In addition

to increasing capital buffers to nearly double the level of Basel III, the Swiss

proposal makes the surcharge sensitive to systemic risk, calculated as a function

of the balance sheet size and the market share of the institutions.
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3. Central Bank’s Role in Financial Stability and Macro-prudential

Policy

Traditionally, it allowed the objectives of price stability and financial stability

to be pursued through separate tools - monetary policy for the former and micro-

prudential policy for the latter. However, the lessons learned from the 2008-

2009 financial crisis have shown that it is no longer tenable for the two sets of

policies to operate largely independently of each other.

Figure 1

Emergence of Macro-prudential Policy

To Close Gap between Monetary Policy and Micro-prudential Policy

Source: Huang (2011)

The above figure shows there was a significant supervisory loophole between

monetary and financial stability before the crisis. Price stability is the main task

for monetary policy, while the supervision authority traditionally employs the micro-

prudential policy to maintain or strengthen the soundness of individual financial

institutions. The loophole of macroeconomic system risks between the monetary
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and micro-prudential policy has been overlooked for generations. This is also a

critical reason that caused the 2008-2009 global financial crisis. The classic wisdom

that monetary policy or micro-prudential policy can exclusively guarantee financial

stability does not work well any more; people now have recognised that macro-

prudential policy is required to fix the loophole, to manage the systemic risks

and to maintain financial stability as a whole. Judging from the right hand side

of the figure, the central banks and supervisory authorities undoubtedly share

the responsibilities of macro-prudential policy, with the central banks playing a

more prominent role.

3.1 Central Banks’ Dual Role in Monetary Stability and Financial Stability

In the past, financial crises have always triggered important changes in the

governance and practices of central banking. The latest 2008-2009 crisis is not

an exception. It has been proved that price stability cannot guarantee financial

stability. Thus, central banks have to manage to adjust themselves and confront

several new and unprecedented challenges, and devote themselves in an

unprecedented degree to coordinating and cooperating with domestic and

international regulatory authorities.  In many economies, including the emerging

economies, the need to develop stronger macro-prudential policies has brought

forth a new assignment for central banks.  Having both monetary policy and

financial stability responsibilities under the same roof has proved rather useful.

Eichengreen, et al (2011) argue that there is growing recognition that the

conventional approach to central banking needs to be rethought.  The relationship

between price stability and the broader goals of macroeconomic and financial

stability clearly needs to be redefined. They recommend that central banks should

go beyond their traditional emphasis on low inflation to adopt an explicit goal of

financial stability. Macro-prudential tools should be used alongside monetary policy

in pursuit of that objective. The aforementioned recommendation advocates the

new central banking practices that central banks should have a dual role in

monetary stability and financial stability in the post-crisis era.

3.2 Central Banks Preferred as Regulators for Financial Stability

Generally speaking, there are multiple agencies responsible for the economy’s

macro-prudential policy.  However, the trend for central banks to be handed

additional power to regulate financial sectors has been increasing welcomed.

Indeed, a central bank is well positioned to take the lead in assessing risks to

system-wide stability. Through its role as monetary authority and lender of last
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resort, a central bank develops a broad knowledge of the financial system and

must constantly maintain a macro-financial perspective. This allows a central

bank to assess whether systemic risks are emerging from interactions among

different parts of the financial system, and to evaluate the potential impact of

financial imbalances on real economic activity. That is to say, combining macro-

prudential policy with monetary policy tasks can lead to synergies and a more

effective conduct of monetary policy (Huang, 2011).

Several arguments have been put forward to justify why central banks are

assuming a prominent role in macro-prudential policy. Sir John Gieve, a former

deputy governor for financial stability of the Bank of England, said that internalising

regulation within central banks would minimise gaps in the regulatory framework.

If there are different institutions, it is difficult to get them to cooperate. Having

them within the same roof will help. Paul Mortimer-Lee, the global head of

market economics at BNP Paribas, also argued that such a structural change

could better help coordinate central banks’ efforts to conduct both monetary

and financial stability policy.  He said if monetary policy had been more coordinated

with regulatory policy, then more problems in the banking system might have

been addressed at an earlier stage (centralbanking.com, 2010). The Squam Lake

Report (2010) suggested it is important to separate systemic regulation from

other financial regulation, and central banks should serve as systemic regulators.

Caruana (2010) also argued that there are several reasons for central banks to

be naturally positioned to play a prominent role in macro-prudential policies. The

reasons are as follows:

l They are the only institutions able to provide almost unlimited system-wide

liquidity at very short notice.

l They play an essential role in overseeing and ensuring the resilience of the

payment and settlement infrastructure that is central to the modern financial

system.

l They devote considerable resources to analysing macroeconomic and

financial trends.

Stefan Ingves (BIS, 2011b) also made some good arguments for assigning

the financial stability task to the central bank:

l The monetary policy mechanism will not function properly if financial stability

is threatened.
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l The smooth functioning of the payment system depends on financial stability.

l An important function of a central bank in ensuring financial stability is to

be prepared to act as a lender of last resort.

These interdependencies make it natural and necessary for a central bank

to seek macro-prudential development.

In short, central banks have already played the part of macro-prudential

policymakers. In particular, central banks appear better placed than other

authorities to design and implement regulations that address risks that arise from

systemically important financial institutions.  In any case, the complementarities

between monetary policy and financial stability imply that the central bank would

always be one prominent member of any multi-agency council or institutional

arrangements that deals with an economy’s macro-prudential responsibilities.

Central banks are the ultimate guarantors of financial system stability.

3.3 Necessity of Explicit Financial Stability Mandates

In order to run macro-prudential policy smoothly, an adequate macro-

prudential mandate has to be defined. That is to say, whichever authority is set

up to monitor macro-prudential issues, the mandate must be clear at first. In line

with the growing  consensus that central banks are preferred as financial stability

regulators, Carney (2009), Kim (2010), and Shirakawa (2010) all suggested that

it is necessary and adequate for central banks to have explicit mandates to

promote financial stability.  Moreover, according to its published report, BIS

working group on financial stability governance also called for explicit and clear

mandate for central banks to maintain financial stability (BIS, 2011c). They said

that an explicit financial stability mandate will reduce the risk of boundary disputes

and provide central banks with sufficient clout to respond to systemic risks.

Should the central banks have explicit mandate both on monetary stability and

financial stability, they can endeavor themselves to implement the monetary policy

and financial stability policy, thereby ensuring the stability of price, finance and

real economy. There are a couple of cases that have successfully amended

their laws to have a new explicit financial stability mandate for central banks,

such as the United Kingdom, Malaysia and Australia. Some countries, such as

Korea and Sweden, have submitted similar amendment proposals to their congress

or parliament.
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Furthermore, should central banks have explicit financial stability mandates,

the clear roadmap defining the financial stability responsibilities of central banks

would reduce the risk of a mismatch between what the public expect and what

the central bank can deliver. Even though it is difficult to define and execute

financial stability concepts, it is important to have proper governance arrangements

for a central bank to have an explicit mandate. Again, unless there is an explicit

mandate in place, central bank will not be able to make difficult decisions. Without

ex-ante clarity, decision makers may be caught between the rock of being held

to account after the events for actions not taken, and the hard place of being

criticised for seemingly unnecessary or costly actions when instability fails to

materialise.

As a small and highly open economy, Chinese Taipei recognises that

unfettered financial liberalisation and unbridled international capital flows can

put financial stability at risk. While many economies are busy debating which

of the many government agencies should be responsible for monitoring systemic

risks and financial stability, there is no ambiguity in Chinese Taipei. Promoting

financial stability and maintaining price stability are two of the four operational

objectives set out for the central bank in Chinese Taipei’s Central Bank Act.

Articles 19 to 31 and 33 to 35 of the Act go as far as listing a variety of policy

instruments that can be used to achieve those objectives, including targeted

prudential regulations.

4. Chinese Taipei’s Economic and Financial Soundness Indicators

This section will give a clearer picture of the economic and financial

soundness indicators in Chinese Taipei. Notwithstanding the fact that global

recovery remains uneven, Chinese Taipei’s economic and financial conditions

have been quite sound and stable (see Figures 2 to 6 and Figure 7).  Chinese

Taipei’s economic growth rate peaked at 10.88 % in 2010, as compared with

a negative growth of -1.93% in the previous year, while inflation (both CPI and

core CPI annual rates) remained low and stable.

On the other hand, most of the main financial soundness indicators have

performed well.  For example, in terms of ROA and ROE, the profitability of

domestic banks has increased steadily in recent years. Asset quality remained

satisfactory as the non-performing loans ratio decreased to 0.61% at the end

of 2010, while at the same period banks’ provision coverage ratio culminated to
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157.32%. The latter implies that banks’ provision for loans and investment

portfolios were sufficient to cover potential losses. In recent years, the average

capital adequacy ratio for domestic banks as a whole was well above the

minimum regulatory requirement of 8%, indicating that capital adequacy for

domestic banks remained satisfactory. As for the household sector, its borrowing

to GDP ratio averaged at about 82%, but the borrowing service and principal

payments to gross disposable income ratio declined significantly from 46.97%

in 2005 to 36.12% in 2010. In sum, the steady soundness of financial and

household sectors will contribute to the stability of financial system as a whole,

as well as the economic stability, even though Chinese Taipei’s land price index

has been picking up gradually in recent years.

Figure 2

GDP and CPI Growth Rates
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Figure 3

Banks’ ROA and ROE

Figure 4

Banks’ NPL and Provision Coverage Ratios
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Figure 5

Risk-weighted Capital Ratios

Figure 6

Household Borrowings to GDP and Borrowing Service

and Principal Payments to Gross Disposable Income
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Figure 7

Economic and Financial Soundness Indicators in Chinese Taipei

Unit: %

Source: Financial Stability Report, May 2011, Central Bank, Chinese Taipei.
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5. Chinese Taipei’s Macro-prudential Policy Practices, Policy

Effectiveness and Recommendations

This section will firstly describe Chinese Taipei’s macro-prudential policy

practices, in particular, Chinese Taipei’s recent macro-prudential tools on the

real estate market, and capital flows management as the large capital inflows

put pressures on the economy and financial stability. Policy effectiveness and

recommendation will be discussed in the rest of this section.

5.1 Chinese Taipei’s Macro-prudential Policy Practices

In response to the global financial crisis and a rapidly changing environment,

Chinese Taipei has adopted various prudential policies to ensure financial stability

and economic growth. The key policies include the following (Financial Inspection

Department, 2011):

5.1.1 Monetary Policy and Capital Flows Management

5.1.1.1 Monetary Policy Instruments

Promoting financial stability is one of the key objectives of the CBC. In

2008 and 2009, the Bank cut the policy rate and adopted various measures to

ensure sufficient market liquidity. A total of 237.5 basis points were slashed on

seven occasions during the crisis cycle. Lower interest rates helped reduce the

funding costs of individuals and enterprises, and encourage private consumption

and investment.  In contrast, supported by rapid recovery, the CBC has gradually

removed its monetary easing policy with 5 moderate rate raises (62.5 basis

points) and an increase of long-term NCD issuance to absorb excess liquidity.

Market liquidity measures include: lowering required reserve ratios on banks’

deposits; expanding the scope of repurchase agreement operations2; helping to

strengthen the Small and Medium Enterprises Credit Guarantee Fund to share

banks’ credit risks; requesting banks to switch the frequency of lending rate

reviews from quarterly to monthly to more promptly reflect the Bank’s rate

cuts. In addition, the Bank also urged banks to continue to extend credit to fulfill

their financial intermediary function.

________________

2. Expanding Repo Facility from September 2008: By expanding the scope of eligible

counterparties and collateral, as well as extending the term to a maximum period of 180

days, the CBC provided market access to longer-term liquidity and mitigated systemic

liquidity risk to financial markets.
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5.1.1.2 Liquidity Monitoring Practice

Besides the liquidity management tools of statutory liquidity ratio3 and limits

on maturity mismatch4, the CBC has adopted some other measures to monitor

the financial institutions’ liquidity. Beginning January 2010, the CBC established

an ad hoc team, Financial Institution Liquidity Management Team, to manage

liquidity variance among financial institutions, control anomaly and research for

evaluation methods and standards. In parallel, the other ad hoc team, Financial

Monitoring Team, is instituted to communicate with other monitoring authorities,

e.g., Financial Supervisory Commission (FSC), to discuss responses of relevant

policies.

On the other hand, a joint research team, New Basel Capital Accord Joint

Research Task Force, was established in May 2002 to research and develop

best practices to manage liquidity in alignment with international standards. The

task force studies the rules under the new accord and proposes action plans for

promoting compliance by the banking industry. It is hoped that in the process

of promotion, banks will face less obstacles in implementing Basel Accord through

experience sharing and a supervisor-bank collaboration mechanism is established.

In 2009, the aforementioned Joint Research Task Force was reinstated,

continually working together to strengthen the requirements based on Basel II.

5.1.1.3 Macro-prudential Policy on Real-estate Markets

The CBC adopted some important macro-prudential policies to enhance the

risk management for real estate loans in order to maintain the financial stability.

Details will be elaborated in the later section (as shown in Section 5.2).

5.1.1.4 Capital Flow Management

The NT dollar exchange rate is in principle determined by market forces.

Nevertheless, excess volatility and disorderly movements in exchange rates due

to seasonal or irregular factors (such as massive flows of short-term capital)

_______________

3. The Bank raised the statutory liquidity ratio from 7% to 10ÿ, effective October 1, 2011.

4. In order to monitor the mismatch of major sources of funds and major uses of funds, banks

are required to report “Term to Maturity Analysis of NTD Assets/Liabilities” to FSC on

a monthly basis.  The CBC downloads all the data from FSC for review. According to the

regulation, the negative funding gap over total NTD assets within one month is not allowed

to exceed the specific values.  The specific values are -5% of total NTD assets for commercial

banks; -10% of total NTD assets for industrial banks; and -15% of total NTD assets for

the export-import bank.
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have adverse implications for economic and financial stability. Hence, when the

NT dollar exchange rate becomes more volatile than can be explained by

economic fundamentals, the CBC will step in to maintain an orderly market.

Significant capital flows may weaken the financial systems of emerging

economies, expose them to potential financial instability, and intensify volatility

of foreign exchange rate. To avoid such risks, the CBC adopts some measures

for capital flows management. The details will be described in the later part of

this section (in Section 5.3).

5.1.2 Strengthening Financial Stability Practices

5.1.2.1 Compiling Financial Soundness Indicators Reporting System

Beginning March 2006, the CBC required domestic banks to report financial

data to be used for the compilation of the financial soundness indicators. In fact,

the scope of the CBC’s financial soundness indicators includes banks, enterprises,

household, real-estate market and financial markets. The CBC publishes the

results of the financial soundness indicators in its Financial Stability Report, in

order to examine and show the current status of financial stability.

5.1.2.2 Issuing Financial Stability Report

Beginning June 2008, the CBC issued the Financial Stability Report to

acknowledge threats, weakness and potential risk to financial stability and continue

monitoring the development of the financial system and macroeconomic factors.

The objective is to reveal the current status of Chinese Taipei’s financial system

so as to contribute to broader discussion, enhance market engagement and raise

awareness of potential risks.

5.1.2.3 Financial System Stress Test

One framework to analyse macro-prudential indicators is that of a financial

system stress test. Rather than attempting to predict a financial crisis, a stress

test involves assessing how exposed the financial system is to certain shocks

and in the process highlighting what, if any, are the key vulnerabilities in the

financial system.
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Since July 2010, the FSC has required domestic banks to undertake micro

stress tests with two scenarios5. The purpose of the test was to raise awareness

of stress tests among domestic banks and improve stress test methods for future

reference, allowing domestic banks to conduct independent yearly stress tests6

in the future.  More importantly, the stress test results will be used by the regulator

to require domestic banks to adjust their risk management and strengthen capital

structure where necessary. Meanwhile, the CBC recently has devoted its attention

to the development of a comprehensive and well-organised macro stress test

regime.

5.1.3 Strengthening Financial Infrastructures and Financial

   Environment

In the wake of the recent global financial crisis, the government adopted

a blanket deposit insurance regime in October 2008, in order to enhance

depositors’ confidence and stabilise the financial system. The blanket deposit

insurance was initially put in place until the end of 2009. However, the government

extended the expiry date to the end of 2010 in an October 2009 announcement,

on the concerns about the persistence of global economic and financial instability

and extensions of the blanket deposit guarantee schemes adopted by neighbouring

economies, such as Singapore and Hong Kong. As for the financial infrastructure,

the CBC has deployed the RTGS payment system for clearings and settlements,

and reviews and pays close attention to the developments related to payment

system on an ongoing basis.

5.1.4 Strengthening Consumer Protection of Financial Services

5.1.4.1 New Financial Consumer Protection Act

The government enforced a new act aimed to protect the rights of financial

consumers in the post-crisis era, and to secure the financial stability. The new

Financial Consumer Protection Act, which passed the third reading in the

________________

5. One assuming an economic contraction of 1.4%, unemployment of 6.08%, and 10% fall

in housing prices, and the other assuming an economic contraction of 2.73%, unemployment

of 7.39%, and a 20% fall in housing prices.

6. The FSC announced the results of the second-round stress tests with the two scenarios

on an end-2010 basis for domestic banks on September 29, 2011. The stress tests exhibit

domestic banks’ averaged capital ratios for slight and stressful scenario are 11.10% and

9.65%, respectively, both higher than the 8% minimum requirement.
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Legislative Yuan on June 3, 2011, and was effective June 29, 2011, tightens

controls on the financial sector and establishes an arbitration mechanism for

consumer complaints.  The law provides protection for consumers who may not

fully understand complicated financial deals by stipulating that banks, investment

funds, insurance companies and securities firms must ensure that financial

products and services are suited to consumers and inform them of all details

and potential risks. The new act will also add an arbitration institution to the

FSC by the end of 2011, for recourse to arbitration where legal claims have not

been resolved within 60 days. The committee with 9 to 25 financial and legal

experts aims to protect individual financial consumers, who often have little

resource against the large companies.

5.1.4.2 Implementing Know-Your-Customer Policies

The FSC stresses the importance of banks’ know-your-customer policies,

through monitoring and enforcing banks to carry out bank account management,

rejecting virtual accounts and fraud.

5.1.4.3 Promote and Strengthen Financial Education

Enhancing financial literacy helps consumers to develop financial

understanding, knowledge, skills and confidence to make informed decisions,

thereby contributing to financial stability and sustainable economic growth and

development. However, financial education does not substitute for, but

complements prudential and market conduct regulatory frameworks.

5.1.5 Fiscal Policy

5.1.5.1 Expansionary Policy

In response to the global financial crisis, in September 2008, Chinese Taipei’s

government announced three policy and strategic directions for economic

recovery, namely, to stimulate consumption, to encourage investment and

development, and to stabilise the financial system and promote exports. The

objectives purposed to encourage domestic investment, support fund raising among

small- and medium-sized enterprises, improve development of public infrastructure,

encourage consumption, increase the employment rate, provide mortgage

incentives, stabilise the financial and security markets, expand exports growth,

promote tax reforms, etc.
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In December 2008, the government launched the consumer vouchers scheme

as one of the consumption stimulating measures, in the hopes of encouraging

spending and stimulating Chinese Taipei’s economy. Under the scheme, each

eligible citizen was entitled to receive NT$3,600-worth vouchers for consumer

spending. The basic assumption was that citizens would use all the consumer

vouchers in a designated period.

5.1.5.2 Contractionary Policy

Beginning June 1, 2011, Chinese Taipei government’s Specifically Selected

Goods and Services Tax Act (the so-called luxury tax) went into effect, aiming

at high-priced goods and services, especially the real estate property. Property

not occupied by the owner and sold within two years of purchase will be subject

to a 10-15% tax.  Luxury goods (automobiles, aircraft, yacht, furniture, fur, coral,

ivory, tortoise shell, club memberships, etc.) buying will also face a 10% tax.

The purpose is to achieve taxation justice, cool the property market, rein in sky-

rocketing property prices, and address wealth disparity. The new measures are

expected to add an additional sum of NT$15 billion (about US$508 million) tax

revenues to the Treasury funds that would be allocated to social welfare

programmes.

5.2 Major Macro-prudential Measures on the Real Estate Market

In recent years, the increase in housing prices has been more pronounced

in specific areas, adding to the burden of homebuyers. These areas have posted

higher price-to-income (PTI) ratios and loan-to-income (LTI) ratios than

elsewhere in Chinese Taipei. Moreover, over-concentration in mortgage lending

could weaken banks’ risk control (Appendix 1). To maintain financial stability,

in particular by enhancing risk management for real estate loans, the CBC

announced the following macro-prudential policies (The Central Bank, 2010a).

The action taken is also aimed at preventing banks’ funds from aggravating land

and housing market speculation, thus protecting depositors’ rights and promoting

financial stability.

l Since October 2009, the CBC has taken action to enhance banks’ risk

management associated with real-estate lending, including (1) moral suasion;

(2) enhanced efforts in the collection and analysis of statistical information;

(3) target examination on financial institutions; and (4) new regulations

formulated to improve control over real-estate lending risks.
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l New regulations (Appendix 2) promulgated to govern banks’ lending related

to housing in “specific areas” and land7: (1) For housing in Taipei City and

13 other districts in New Taipei City, the loan-to-value (LTV) ratio for

individuals who have taken out other outstanding real estate loans will be

capped at 60% with no grace periods8. (2) Land collateralised loans are

subject to a maximum LTV ratio of 65%, where 10% of the approved loan

amount cannot be disbursed until construction commences.

l The CBC’s targeted prudential measures are a part of the government’s

cross-agency efforts under the Plan to Enhance the Soundness of the Housing

Market.

5.3 Capital Flow Management in Chinese Taipei

Chinese Taipei has experienced an economic miracle over the past 30 years.

The rapid growth of cross-border financial transactions and international capital

flows is one of the most important developments. Generally speaking, capital

mobility brings many benefits to an economy but can also create instability, and

is closely linked to financial crises in a number of economies, especially the

small emerging economies after the 2008-2009 global financial crisis. The “big

fish in small pond” analogy is quite fitting (The Central Bank, 2011). When a

big fish, i.e., large and volatile short-term capital from advanced economies,

enters into a small pond, i.e., shallow and less liquid financial markets typical

of emerging economies, it causes quite a splash. The size of the recipient

economy is too small to absorb the shock.  Unfettered short-term capital

movements can produce excess volatility and disorderly movements in exchange

rate. There is greater consensus on the costs and benefits associated with

international capital flows and how much flows can be managed. Therefore,

measures can and should be put in place to curb the more risky forms of capital

flow and foreign-exchange speculation (The Central Bank, 2010b).  Moreover,

from a theoretical perspective, an economy cannot simultaneously pursue

________________

7. On June 24, 2010, the CBC announced the Regulations Governing the Extension of Housing

Loans in Specific Areas by Financial Institutions (hereafter the Regulations) to contain risk-

taking activities related to real estate lending. Under the Regulations, the newly-extended

housing loans cannot exceed 70% of the collateral value and have no grace period. The

Regulations apply to the area of Taipei city and 10 other districts in New Taipei City.

8. On December 30, 2010, the CBC amended the Regulations to make them more effective.

Major amendments included the following: three districts in New Taipei City were added

to the scope of Specific Areas in the Regulations; and lowering the maximum LTV (loan-

to-value) ratio on second housing loans for home purchases in Specific Areas from 70%

to 60%.
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monetary independence, exchange-rate stability and capital mobility. Each

economy, therefore, must strike a balance that will ultimately promote financial

stability and foster long-term economic development. International capital flows

present a set of macroeconomic and prudential policy challenges.

Frankly speaking, Chinese Taipei’s foreign exchange market is relatively

small in scale. In terms of the composition of market players, there are more

than 10,000 foreign institutional investors (FINIs) in Chinese Taipei. Among the

6,000 or so are active accounts, of which around 20 FINIs are accounting for

over 40% of all foreign exchange transactions. The volume of foreign exchange

trading undertaken by FINIs tends to swing wildly, frequently disrupting Chinese

Taipei’s foreign exchange market. Against this background, we face the challenge

that the surge of capital inflows and subsequent outflows driven by external

factors may cause excessive fluctuations of the NT dollar exchange rate and

impair financial stability. To contain potential risks of destabilising capital flows,

and prevent currency speculators from increasing exchange rate volatility, the

CBC, collaborating with the FSC, has introduced key measures in 2010 and

2011 (as in Figure 8) to prevent massive international short-term capital movements

from destabilising the domestic economy. Chinese Taipei’s capital flow

management mainly relies on the market mechanism, and capital can flow freely

in and out of Chinese Taipei. Restrictions are only imposed on a few short-term

financial transactions involving the conversion of the NT dollar.
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Capital flow management measures are not, of course, the only tool to deal

with capital inflows. Prudential regulations that target specific segments of the

economy can also play a useful role in dampening the demand for speculative

capital. Hong Kong, Singapore and South Korea have all introduced targeted

prudential measures to curb real estate speculation as international capital inflows

continue to put upward pressure on asset prices in these economies. At the

same time, Chinese Taipei also introduced targeted prudential measures to enhance

financial institutions’ risk management on real estate loans in June and December,

2010 (see Section 5.2).

In sum, capital flow management measures can be a useful tool to manage

capital inflows. Judiciously employed along with other macro-prudential policies,

they can reduce financial instability as well as boom-bust cycles, thereby serving

as a useful complement to conventional monetary policy instruments as well as

macro-prudential policy tools.

Figure 8

Capital Flow Management Measures in Chinese Taipei
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5.4 Effectiveness of Macro-prudential Policies on Real-estate Market

and Capital Flow Management

It is found that over-concentration in bank lending has continued to be

mitigated since mid-2010. For instance, the ratio of housing loans to all outstanding

loans has fallen to 26.64 % at end-October 2011 from 27.60% recorded in June

2010. The ratio of newly-extended loans for housing in “Specific Areas” to total

new housing loans also went down from 64.4% to 53.8% (see Figure 9 and 10).

In sum, the targeted macro-prudential measures introduced since October 2009

have been actively and effectively implemented.

Figure 9

Housing Loans to All Outstanding Loans

Figure 10

Newly-extended Loans for Housing in Specific Areas

to Total New Housing Loans
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As for the capital flow management, the NT dollar margin deposits of

securities borrowing by foreign investors dropped from NT$121 billion to 0 within

four months.  Foreign investors’ holdings of government bonds dropped by NT$42

billion between November 2010 and July 2011. The CBC will continue to enforce

the Regulations Governing the Extension of Land Collateralised Loans and

Housing Loans in Specific Areas by Financial Institutions, and take

appropriate actions as necessary in response to new developments. In addition,

the CBC will also adopt capital flow measures as necessary when faced with

a destabilising surge of capital inflows.

5.5 Policy Recommendations

Chinese Taipei has successfully achieved in moderating the real estate market,

as well as managing the capital flows, by way of introducing appropriate and

useful measures, in particular the macro-prudential tools. However, as the global

and domestic financial and economic situations are still changing dramatically

and quickly, it is crucial to review and reform some institutional arrangements

and governance. This section provides policy recommendation in order to further

promote Chinese Taipei’s financial stability.

There are a number of issues needed to be addressed and improved, but

it takes time to go from here to there. In the short run, the shortcut to establishing

a macro-prudential policy scheme in Chinese Taipei is to reorganise and upgrade

the “Financial Supervision Coordination Group” into a “Financial Stability Policy

Committee”, so that the upgraded body may be able to make financial stability

policy decisions and develop a comprehensive framework of macro-prudential

policy with macro-prudential indicators and toolkits. Currently, the aforesaid

coordination mechanism comprises senior officers of the FSC, the Central Bank

and the other related financial authorities. They meet quarterly, and when

necessary, to coordinate and cooperate on issues on financial supervision,

management and examinations.

6. Concluding Remarks

The 2008-2009 crisis has shown that there is a loophole between monetary

policy and micro-prudential policy, and it is not enough to focus on price stability

and the safety and soundness of individual institutions. Therefore, new

frameworks are needed to enable policies that take account of the systemic

effects of institutions and markets. In other words, there has been rising
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awareness and consensus to pursue financial stability through macro-prudential

policies. Meanwhile, in the wake of the recent financial crisis and amid the two-

speed recovery in advanced economies and emerging economies, massive capital

has flowed into the emerging market. As a result, capital inflows put strong

upward pressure on domestic inflation, as well as on credit and asset price

growth. Under such circumstances, the top priority is to apply macro-prudential

policies, such as capital flow management measures, to safeguard domestic

financial stability. Capital flow management measures are measures of last resort

and are better viewed as a safety valve for extraordinary circumstances.  Judging

from the capital flow management experiences of central banks in the emerging

economies, capital flow management measures have been proved effective and

useful. Chinese Taipei has also successfully adopted a number of macro-

prudential measures to maintain the financial and economic stability in recent

years, in particular those related to the real estate market and capital flows.

We need to put more efforts to strengthen system-wide oversight and build

up sound macro-prudential policy frameworks, including indicators, toolkits,

mandates and governance related to macro-prudential policies in the post-crisis

era. It is also important to note that, as Caruana (2011b) argued, financial stability

is too large a task for macro-prudential frameworks alone. Macro-prudential

policy will be part of the solution, with central banks playing a prominent role.

Broadly defined, prudential surveillance and monetary and fiscal policies aimed

at financial stability are all macro-prudential policies. In practice, though, they

are not interchangeable, but complementary.  For example, the CBC adopted a

mix of interest rate policy and targeted macro-prudential measures in 2010 in

order to tame credit risk to real estate mortgage lending. During 2008 and 2009,

at the height of the global financial crisis, monetary easing, consumer vouchers,

and blanket deposit insurance coverage, proved to be a successful combination

to stimulate consumption while attaining economic and financial stability. Indeed,

as the world rapidly changes both economically and financially, using a policy

mix to ensure financial stability is more effective than implementing individual

tools separately.  In particular, while encountering huge short-term capital inflows,

which could cause excess liquidity in financial markets and inflate a potential

asset price bubble, the CBC may counteract the impacts via capital flow

management and macro-prudential measures, in addition to the conventional policy

tools.

In sum, financial stability is a shared responsibility that requires both domestic

and international cooperation and coordination arrangements. The best governance

is to have a single institution that takes responsibility for all cooperation and
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coordination. More concretely, a single committee or institution can be charged

with deciding on a mix of macro-prudential policy instruments. There is an

increasing consensus that central banks with explicit financial stability mandates

are obvious candidates for this role. Nevertheless, there are still some challenges

in creating an explicit objective of financial stability for central banks. For example,

it is said that financial stability objectives are often expressed in directional,

rather than absolute terms, and are vaguer than monetary policy objectives.

Maintaining financial stability is less easily interpreted than maintaining price

stability since price stability can be numerically approximated in terms of generally

agreed indices, whereas financial stability can not. Hence, the design of framework

and the appropriate toolkit at the disposal of central banks as part of a wider

ambit has been a hotly debated topic.  How monetary policy may need to adjust

to the implementation of new macro-prudential frameworks in the post-crisis

era will be an unprecedented and unavoidable challenge for all central banks.

Chinese Taipei is a small open economy and the foreign exchange market

is relatively small in scale. Promoting financial stability and maintaining price

stability are two of the four operational objectives set out for the central bank

in its Central Bank Act. Articles 19 to 31 and 33 to 35 of the Act go as far as

listing a variety of policy instruments that can be used to achieve those objectives,

including targeted prudential regulations. Uniquely, Chinese Taipei’s Central Bank

and the Financial Supervisory Commission both hold the common legal mandate

to maintain financial stability. Furthermore, the two institutions have jointly set

up the Financial Supervision Coordination Group to facilitate information

exchanges and communication during regular meetings on issues and measures

concerning financial stability.
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Appendix 1

Background Information Related to the Macro-prudential Policy

Measures on Real Estate Markets

Effective Date of Background Information

Policy Measures

June 24, 2010 (1) The total value of real estate loans (for home

purchases, home renovations, and building construction)

extended by all banks have amounted to 38.3% of their

total lending, a value equivalent to 52.0% of GDP.

Meanwhile, a large portion of newly extended mortgage

loans is concentrated in or around Taipei City and 10

other cities in Taipei County (the now New Taipei City).

The concentration of lending may undermine the

effectiveness of risk management of banks.

(2) In recent years, the increase in housing prices has

been more pronounced in the Taipei metropolitan area,

adding to the burden of homebuyers. Moreover, this area

has posted higher price-to-income (PTI) ratios and loan-

to-income (LTI) ratios than elsewhere in Chinese Taipei.

(3) The CBC has actively urged banks to closely monitor

mortgage-lending risks since October 2009. In March

2010, the CBC asked banks to reduce loan-to-value ratios,

raise interest rates, and remove grace periods related to

loans for investment properties. Furthermore, the CBC

has conducted a round of targeted examinations related

to real estate lending.

(4) Through these targeted examinations, the CBC has

found most of the banks have monitored mortgage

lending risks effectively, but there are some exceptions.

In addition, it was felt that clear and consistent regulations

will help address the risks associated with mortgage

lending.

(5) Financial institutions obtain most of their funding from

the public. Therefore, to protect depositors’ rights and

prevent borrowers from taking on excessive risks, to urge

financial institutions to better manage credit risk, and to

promote financial stability, the Bank’s Board judged that

it is necessary to take moral suasion one step further

and put in place concrete and explicit regulations. Aimed

mainly at high-risk real estate lending, the newly-
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Effective Date of Background Information

Policy Measures

promulgated Regulations Governing the Extension of

Land Collateralised Loans and Housing Loans in

Specific Areas by Financial Institutions are not designed

to and will not affect most borrowers. The Bank’s Board

also called on banks to exercise caution not only with

respect to the value of collaterals but also on borrowers’

debt repayment ability. In addition, it advised banks to

pursue business across a broader spectrum of products

and services, to achieve risk diversification and ensure

sound operation.

(6) The government has been working to facilitate the

Plan to Enhance the Soundness of the Housing Market,

which was announced in April, 2010. The Regulations

announced by the Bank on June 24, 2010 were expected

to be conducive to accomplishing one of the Plan’s

objectives, namely “enhancing risk management for real

estate loans.” However, sound development of the

housing market must rely on further concerted policy

efforts under the framework of the Plan.

(1) The CBC’s policy measures for housing loans in

Specific Areas have shown promising results during the

third quarter of the year. Nonetheless, burgeoning

property transactions since October have led to similar

concerns of increased bank lending for home purchases

in other regions neighbouring the Specific Areas.

(2) Since September 2010, the CBC has used moral

suasion and urged banks to rein in risks related to land

collateralised loans. However, the management of such

risks would be ineffectual if private banks employ a

different set of loan standards from those of public banks.

The Bank’s Board believes that promulgation of new

regulations will provide uniform guidance for financial

institutions’ lending standards. (3) With the aforesaid

measures, the CBC aims primarily at discouraging property

and land speculation fueled by bank credit, while urging

financial institutions to enhance risk management

associated with credit extension so as to protect

December 30, 2010
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Effective Date of Background Information

Policy Measures

depositors’ rights and promote financial stability. (4)

Looking ahead, the development of a healthy housing

market will require concerted policy efforts from various

government agencies and institutions under the

government’s Plan to Enhance the Soundness of the

Housing Market.
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Appendix 2

Key Points of the Regulations Governing the Extension of Land

Collateralised Loans and Housing Loans in Specific Areas by

Financial Institutions9 (Hereinafter the Regulations)

I. Scope

1. Financial Institutions referred to in the Regulations include domestic banks,

local branches of foreign banks, credit cooperatives, Agricultural Bank

of Taiwan, credit departments of farmers’ and fishermen’s associations,

Chunghwa Post Co., and insurance companies.

2. In addition to Taipei City and 10 districts in New Taipei City (Xinbei

City), covering Banciao, Sanchong, Jhonghe, Yonghe, Sinjhuang, Xindian,

Tucheng, Lujhou, Shulin, Sijhih, the scope of ‘’Specific Areas’’ prescribed

in the Regulations is amended to also include 3 other New Taipei City

districts, namely, Sanxia, Linkou, and Damsui.

3. Pursuant to these amendments, land collateralised loans shall be governed

by the Regulations.

________________

9. The content of Appendix 2 is provided as a summary of the Regulations and should not

be considered or used as the official English translation of the Regulations.
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II. Housing Loans in Specific Areas

1. The loan-to-value (LTV) ratio will be capped at 60%, down from 70%,

for home purchases in Specific Areas by individuals (natural persons) who

have taken out other outstanding real estate loans.  Financial institutions shall,

before extending new housing loans to individual borrowers against collateral

located in Specific Areas, verify the borrowers’ credit history related to housing

loans with the Joint Credit Information Centre. With regard to housing loans

newly extended to borrowers who have other outstanding loans for real estate

purchases, financial institutions shall:

(1) Limit new loans to no more than 60% of the appraisal value of the collateral,

(2) Remove grace periods, and

(3) Grant no additional loans against the same collateral for home renovations,

as working capital, or for other purposes.

2. Housing loans extended to companies (corporate legal persons) shall be governed

by the Regulations and shall conform to relevant rules in the sub-paragraphs

(1) to (3) prescribed above.

III. Land Collateralised Loans

When extending collateralised loans against collateral of residential or commercial

land plots located in urban planning districts (including, but not limited to, Specific

Areas), financial institutions shall:

1. Require borrowers to present concrete plans of construction projects;

2. Apply a maximum LTV ratio of 65% of the acquisition cost or the valuation

price, whichever is lower, where 10% of the approved loan amount shall not

be disbursed until the construction commences; extend no additional credit for

working capital or other purposes.

3. Bills finance companies shall comply with the rules in the above two paragraphs

when providing guarantees to bill issuance against collateralised residential or

commercial land plots located in urban planning districts.

IV. Effective Date

The Regulations shall enter into force as of December 31, 2010. Loans already

approved by financial institutions on or before December 30, 2010, may be disbursed

in accordance with the original terms and conditions granted when the loans were

approved.


